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This white paper discusses basic principles of planning and design for sports facilities. It serves as discussion point for the
integration, place making and security aspects of stadium site design and how the renewal benefits of these facilities can be
maximised. The intention is to look beyond stadium as an object within which sport is ‘consumed’ and instead consider how sports
facilities benefit from and enhance their surrounding environment when designed correctly. Place Dynamix is specialised in the
design & planning of these surrounding areas which are critical to the safety and experience of consumers attending events and to
the local inhabitants of nearby communities. The wider economic, social and environmental benefits that stadia can bring to their
wider context is also reviewed. We feel the following categories are crucial when designing new stadiums, retrofitting old stadiums
or redeveloping stadium sites.
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The last 20-30 years has seen
a massive expansion in the
commercialisation of sport across
the globe. Big business has been
attracted to sport in the form of
direct sponsorship and corporate
hospitality. The demands of
individual supporters and the
need for greater security and
safety of stadia have led to an
unprecedented boom in stadia
development and redevelopment.

For a variety of reasons the decentralisation of stadia from traditional urban sites
to peri-urban or rural areas has been a common migration pattern globally. The
1989 Hillsborough disaster in UK marked a watershed in stadia design in the UK.
Lord Taylor’s recommendation for all seated stadium led to a massive wave of new
development and redevelopment as old terraces were replaced by seats. For a
variety of reasons (mostly economic) this ended up with some clubs reinventing in
situ and other moving to green fields. Many clubs opted initially to redevelop their
existing stadiums but the reduction in ground capacity has led some to develop
new stadiums. The result is that many stadia are in remote locations some distance
form the fan base and host communities.
This pattern of improving consumer experience and quality within stadia has
spread across sports and also locations. In the US, similar patterns have occurred.
Driven by lack of downtown sites and the availability & affordability of land in
suburban areas. The decentralisation of people and commerce from downtown
locations to areas outside of the city was made possible by lower car/fuel costs
and many club owners followed the fans. Due to the low density context, there was
little economic persuasion to provide dedicated public transit and many stadiums
have become accessible only by motor vehicle.
Elsewhere in emerging counties the popularity and commercialization of world
sports has resulted in a number of new stadiums being built. These typically follow
the pattern of lower land costs and easier land availability in urban edge areas.
The hosting of major tournaments in countries without tradition for such large
scale organised sporting events has highlighted a number of positive and negative
lessons to be learnt.

INTEGRATION

INTEGRATION / Principles
Context
1 / Stadiums should be in sustainable locations that enhance the consumer experience
2 / Stadiums should integrate into their surrounding area
Connectivity
3 / Stadiums should be served by public transport
4 / Car parking should retain pedestrian priority and maintain connectivity to surroundings
5 / Stadiums should be easily accessible for pedestrians
Accessibility
6 / Connections between transit stations and stadium should be safe, active and enjoyable
7 / Legibility and wayfinding should clearly aid navigation to and from stadiums

1 / Stadiums should be in sustainable locations that enhance the consumer experience
The redevelopment of top clubs downtown and migration of stadia from city to areas outside the city has been common over the
last 30 years. Three place typologies have emerged as result of this process, one highly constrained but massively embedded and
the other two light on constraints but detached from reality. Three typologies enable a better understanding of the characteristics
of different stadium environments.

1 / URBAN

2 / SUB-URBAN

3 / PERI-URBAN

Petco Park is embedded into the downtown area of San
Diego.

Built in the suburban outskirts, Fedex Field is
approximately 15km from Washington CBD.

Jeju Stadium, home to 2002 World Cup is situated in the
rural countryside of Jeju island.

Stadium is embedded within the urban fabric.
Often on a constrained size site with access.
Close to services and transport as well as
it’s host community the stadia is an integral
part of its urban context. Restricted site area
generally means much taller stadia and banking,
bigger visual impact but also greater legibility
opportunities as a city landmark. The ground
level can provide active frontage across normal
vibrant streets. Opportunities for conference &
venue business on non-match days and other
large scale events if stadium designed for flexible
use

Characterised by ‘pavilion’ stadium set in an
island of car park with low grade landscaping.
May have special connections (metro or bus with
dedicated stations) but they only work on high
volume match days as it is uneconomical for the
operator on non match days. No opportunity for
active frontage, as event is only reason to visit
site. Lower land costs enable lower building costs
due to lower rake to stadium. Limited integration
results in limited opportunities for non match
events. Lack of community integration and
placemaking provides no natural surveillance
and a vulnerable building

Stadia in theses locations often have no
traditional hinterland of team support. These
stadiums are typically constructed solely for
major events such as World Cups, Olympics or
other large scale international ‘events’. Their use
following events is likely to be well below the
design and many such stadiums have become
‘white elephants’ with no function at all. The
latter causing financial and environmental cost to
the host country and a source of antagonism for
disadvantaged communities nearby

Case Study / the consumer experience of stadium location in the USA
With increased private mobility , the value of downtown land to be sold off and and acres of cheap available land on the fringes,
the decentralisation of stadiums from city to suburbia is evident across USA. In extreme cases, the commercialization of sports
such as American football led to some teams leaving their traditional city altogether. The Rams have moved from Cleveland to Los
Angeles then to Anaheim before their current home in St. Louis. These sub and peri-urban locations are often detached visually,
physically and emotionally from the city that bears the sportsters name. Using the ‘NFL fan survey 2008’ we highlight how this has
affected the spectator experience at such stadiums.
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Case Study / Locating stadia for FIFA World Cup 2022, Qatar
Through our involvement in the Qatar National Master Plan, place dynamix’s directors have
worked in collaboration with the MMUP to determine the location of stadia in preparation
for hosting the FIFA World Cup 2022. The unique proposition of a World Cup in Qatar was the
compact arrangement of stadia primarily in the host city, Doha. Due to FIFA regulations, stadiums
are situated elsewhere in the country but with relatively small distances to cover by public
transport. As well as being economically and environmentally sustainable, it will be possible
during the event for fans to visit different arenas by public transport whilst staying in one hotel.
This accessibility will increase match spectators throughout the tournament but also presents
a huge challenge to authorities who are tasked with moving, feeding, accommodating and
entertaining thousands of visitors within a relatively small urban area.
The movement of people in the immediate surrounds of a stadium in the hours leading up
to major events is only a small element of the overall people movement strategy for major
tournaments like the World Cup. For the majority of people visiting games during the event, their
consumer experience will begin the minute they step off the plane at NDIA. The ease at which
fans can travel around the country between accommodation, tourist landmarks and stadia on
match days in Qatar will taint their judgement on their overall enjoyment of the event arguably
more so than their team’s 90 minute performance in a match. Importantly for Qatar, their overall
perception of the country will be marked by their consumer experience in those few days they
have to support their own team.
As well as being involved in stadium design, such as Lusail Stadium, place dynamix are currently
working with government authorities in Qatar on the two major rail and road infrastructure
programmes to ensure the spectator experience is the very best the country can offer from the
minute they arrive.

©FIFA

2 / Stadiums should integrate into their surrounding area
Whether it be an urban site, suburban or peri-urban city edge site, sports facilities should integrate into their surrounding context.
Stadium designers have a responsibility to consider existing setting, connections, block scale, urban morphology and vertical scale
to ensure stadiums positively enhance their surrounding environment as well as gain the maximum benefit that integration can
bring to the vast capital expenditure involved.

MOST INTEGRATED

Arenas can be integrated into tight urban
conditions with careful planning and
design. The Verizon Center does not alter
Washington’s famous two hundred-yearold L’Enfant street grid. The arena only
occupies two blocks thus not impacting
walking routes through and around the
area.

LEAST INTEGRATED

The sub-urban location of Amsterdam
Arena, meant designers had to consider
how to integrate into a lower density form
whilst providing city wide access on match
days. The stadium structure is integrated
with road and rail infrastructure and
additional land uses have made it a
destination for non-event days.

The Ataturk Olympic Stadium is built
on the peri-urban outskirts of Istanbul.
Its siting and the encircling car park
means there is little integration with the
surrounding area.

Stadiums should integrate into urban movement and morphological patterns
The size, orientation and shape of new stadiums should relate to the surrounding context to ensure existing movement patterns are
retained, enhanced or created. Urban stadiums have many benefits when integrated carefully into existing urban patterns like the
examples shown below.

The Luigi Ferraris Stadium in Genoa, Italy
sits comfortably in the traditional urban
grain of the area. Despite its larger size its
shape and orientation means the stadium
retains as many surrounding movement
routes as possible.

Despite the large footprint of the historic
Oval Cricket Ground , it still occupies prime
real estate land in London and is positive
contribution to its surrounding area. The
neighbouring blocks effortlessly wrap
around the oval shaped stadium and create
a unique local identity.

Petco Park in San Diego fits within
the existing urban grid. Despite the
requirements of a ball park, the stadium
has not affected permeability in
downtown significantly. New pedestrian
only streets to the north ensure the
existing grid pattern has been retained.

Different stadium types present challenges for integrating within the urban grain
Stadiums come in a variety of shapes and sizes but their primary function is to provide tiered seating for people to view sport.
Below shows some of the most typical examples of the type of modern stadium for watching a variety of sports. The typology
illustrates the size and shape of different stadia as a study of the factors involved in inserting such facilities into the urban fabric.

180m

Multi-sport arena
Example: Madison Square
Garden, New York
Capacity: 19,763
Context: urban
Sports: basketball, ice
hockey, boxing, wrestling
Pro: compact size can fit
into urban pattern
Con: small seating
capacity due to size

120m

Multi-sport circle stadium
Example: Melbourne
Cricket Ground
Capacity: 100,000
Context: peri-urban
Sports: cricket, australian
rules football

320m

Pro: large stadium
capacity for big events
Con: largest footprint of
all stadia makes fitting
into urban areas difficult

300m

200m

185m

Pro: efficient rectangular
shape means compact
size and large capacity.
Flexible shape can fit into
tight urban conditions
Con: limited sports
options

Open horseshoe stadium
Example: Yankee Stadium,
New York
Capacity: 50,291
Context: urban
Sports: baseball,
American football

225m

Pro: open stand can aid
viewing experience as
attractive backdrop
Con: shape may cause
difficult to integrate with
rigid urban grids
Multi-sport dome
Example: Sapporo Dome,
Japan
Capacity: 41,484
Context: peri-urban
Sports: football, baseball

250m

280m

Pro: versatile shape can
host athletics and other
sports
Con: the oval athletics
track seperates fans from
pitch and restricts view.

Rectangle Stadium
Example: Stamford
Bridge, London
Capacity: 41,873
Context: urban
Sports: football

320m

300m

Multi-sport oval Stadium
Example: Beijing Olympic
Stadium
Capacity: 80,000
Context: peri urban
Sports: athletics and
football

230m

Pro: accommodate
two sports with no
compromise
Con: the exchangeable
pitch means large site
area is needed

3 / Stadiums should be served by public transport
Older European stadiums embedded in urban areas have traditionally been accessed
by local fans on foot, walking short distances from the surrounding host community or
from public transport. Changing movement patterns, , low density locations and poor
transportation in cities across the world has made this less possible. In many autooriented societies, access is only possible by motor vehicle. The provision of stadium
car parking for the large number of fans has a number of disadvantages in terms of
land efficiency, pedestrian accessibility and the ability to integrate into surrounding
areas. Stadia should always be served by efficient public transit as a sustainable means
of travel that can reduce spending for individuals, encouraging more people to attend
events as opposed to watching on television. It can also make sport more equitable in
terms of allowing access to games for all sections of society, included those who do
not own or drive cars. The availability of transit systems to locations will reduce car
congestion and lessens the negative impact of sport on surrounding communities.
Consideration of how spectators use pubic transport from start to finish is critically
important to its success. Along the journey, particularly to peri-urban locations. For
example, a journey may involve a short car journey to park+ride to take a train ride or
to collect a bus shuttle to the stadium. The challenge is to create a system where the
transfer is as quick and painless as possible in order to make public transport the most
convenient and affordable way to access stadiums. At place dynamix we see each of
these modal shifts as an opportunity for places that are financially and socially vibrant.
We have been working with city authorities to capitalize on those benefits. At the end
of the journey the final leg should ensure people can walk safely and comfortably from
station to stadium.

Above / diagrams used to demonstrate the modal shift in people’s journey to
stadiums © place dynamix

Above / to serve the new metropolitan centre surrounding Khalifa Stadium
an internal tram system was proposed by Dan Bulmer along the existing
street network. A transit station on Al Waab Street would make modal shift
from elevated train to at grade tram for spectators wishing to travel around
site. © Oriental Consultants and MMUP

Case study / the spectator experience travelling to World Cup 2022 in Qatar
As already noted, the spectator experience of major tournaments does not start and
stop on the blow of a referee’s whistle. Instead, consumer satisfaction is determined
by the entire experience, from the beginning and ending of the journey. The ability
to comprehensively shape the consumer experience is more difficult in existing cities
where urban shape, movement patterns are established and attitudes are ingrained.
However, the small country of Qatar has the opportunity to completely mould the
consumer journey experience by providing a completely unique travel experience on a
more ore less blank canvas.
Existing events in the country have commonly been marred by problems of
accessibility caused by over reliance of access by cars and under provision of parking.
Spectator dissatisfaction and frustration has clearly been evident at such events.
The country’s leaders are aware that major tournaments can not be solely served by
motor vehicles and instead are investing heavily in major rail and bus infrastructure
to ensure that access to stadiums is efficient and memorable. A completely new rail
network will be constructed in phases to ensure access to World Cup stadiums is
a priority for 2022. Once fully complete, all major destinations and large majority
of urban Doha will be served by a comprehensive network of above ground and
subterranean trains. This constitutes a massive challenge and investment on behalf
of the country. Place dynamix have been advising the state authority, Qatar Rail on
how this investment can be recouped through transit oriented development around
stations. Directing development towards station areas not only creates memorable
places along the journey for fans travelling to stadiums but also ensures passenger
numbers will stay up after the event and in turn increase ridership and revenue for
transport and other businesses.

Above / place dynamix are place makers and urban designers on Lusail
Stadium in Qatar (World Cup Final 2022) to ensure the pedestrian
experience from station to stadium is World-class © Foster and Partners

Stadium site and structures should directly integrate with public transport infrastructure
When considered comprehensively, stadiums can create innovative responses to providing direct access to public transport. In
some cases, like those below, this has involved the stadium structure directly integrating with the transport infrastructure. This has
advantages of providing the most convenient access to take people to and from the stadium and also uses land efficiently, allowing
even tight urban sites to accommodate stadiums. Additional security concerns need to be addressed when such measures are
implemented.

The Manchester Arena is built above a
major rail infrastructure and has own
dedicated entrance from Manchester
Victoria railway and metro stations. Such
accessibility has helped it to become
one of World’s busiest indoor arenas for
sporting and music events.

Camp Nou in Barcelona is served by
three metro stations directly around the
stadium in this sub-urban area.

Amsterdam Arena has been designed
to integrate with the road and rail
infrastructure. A road runs below and
through the stadium from east to west.

Case Study / Public Transport access to Manchester Arena
Up until 2007, the Manchester Arena (then Manchester Evening
News Arena) was the busiest indoor venue in the World. Located
on the edge of Manchester City Centre the arena’s success is partly
down to transit accessibility. In addition to being within walking
distance of many of the city centre hotels and food & beverage
destinations the arena also benefits from it’s own direct link from
both Manchester Victoria Railway Station and the Manchester
Metro. Shudehill multi-modal interchange is also less than five
minutes away. Apart from the link to the station none of this
infrastructure existed as result of the Arena, rather the Arena
utilises and supports infrastructure designed to support the whole
city centre.
Place dynamix’s Director of Planning, Ashley Lynch, led the
production of an Operational Spatial Development Framework for
the area around the arena. A key part of the study was to maintain
and enhance accessibility from the city centre and proposed
development on vacant land around the arena. The framework
proposed creating new direct connections to the arena as well as
working with developers to enable complementary uses adjacent
to the arena to be realised. Another key part of the study was to
create better connections between the land to the north of the
arena and the city center by removing barriers within the Arena
complex that create footfall opportunities for the arena operators.
further enhancing its role in the Manchester economy.

Above / place dynamix director of planning, Ashley Lynch led the production of an operational spatial development
framework for the area around the arena.

4 / Car parking should retain pedestrian priority and maintain connectivity to surroundings
In all contexts, ground surface car parking is an inefficient use of land (see next page). In peri-urban locations the counter balance
of cheaper land prices makes the provision of large areas of car parking possible. However, parking poses a number of challenges
of pedestrian connectivity, integration, urban heat island effect, visual aesthetic, legibility, impact on local drainage systems
(pollutants and apotential flood impacts), biodiversity and more. Typically, on non-event days stadiums areas are empty and
sometimes threatening places for visitors. Multi-storey solutions with mixed use buildings with active frontages are preferable and
in all cases, public transport provision for the majority of travellers is preferable..

PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENTTO
STATION IS HINDERED BY
LARGE CAR PARKING

CAR PARKING CREATES
BARRIER TO PEDESTRIAN
MOVEMENT

The spatial implications of car parking at stadia
Nou Camp,
Barcelona, Spain
Club: Barcelona FC
Sport: football
Capacity: 99,354
Site area: 11.31ha

Transit and walkable stadiums

11.31ha

Car dependent stadiums

Fedex Stadium,
Washington, USA
Club: Washington
Redskins
Sport: US football
Capacity: 82,000
Site area: 70.54ha

70.54ha

Millennium Stadium,
Cardiff, UK
Club: Wales national
Sport: multi-use
events
Capacity: 74,500
Site area: 4.74ha

Sunlife Stadium,
Miami
Club: Miami
Dolphins
Sport: US football
Capacity: 74,916
Site area: 105.03ha

4.74ha

105.03ha

Stamford Bridge,
London, UK
Country: UK
Club: Chelsea FC
Sport: football
Capacity: 41,841
Site area: 4.59ha

Angel Stadium, Los
Angeles, USA
Club: Anaheim
Angels
Sport: Baseball
Capacity: 45,389
Site area: 59.81ha

4.59ha

59.81ha

5 / Stadiums should always be easily accessible for pedestrians
The area immediately surrounding stadiums should be a safe
haven for pedestrians. Their experience must be considered as a
priority above all other means of transportation. The confusion,
threat to safety or unpleasurable experience of pedestrians at
stadiums is threatening the very existence of spectator sport.
The fiscal gain of fans attending games is under threat when
many spectators are choosing to watch games on television as
opposed to enduring the congestion, cost of car parking and
threatening pedestrian experience when visiting stadiums.
There are a number of placemaking issues involved in making
a pedestrian’s route enjoyable. Routes to stadiums should be
direct and legible, using the built form to aid navigation. Well
designed public realm can help mitigate microclimate problems
of summer sun or excessive wind that larger stadium structures
can create. At place dynamix we combine a variety of skills and
knowledge to focus on consumer experience and placemaking.
We understand the multi-facated problems of public space and
create holistic solutions to the public realm.

Above / place dynamix’s directors are experts in placemaking and movement strategies. Here, at Khalifa Stadium in
Qatar © Oriental consultants & MMUP
Right / as place making specialists to assist Foster & Partners, place dynamix will be concerned with the pedestrian
experience around Lusail Stadium in Qatar © Foster and Partners

Case Study: Improving pedestrian connectivity to Al Khalifa Stadium, Qatar
Place Dynamix Director of Design, Dan Bulmer was in charge of proposal to redesign the surrounding area of Khalifa Stadium
in Qatar. The area was chosen by the Government’s Urban Planning department as a site for a new metropolitan centre in line
with recommendations from the National Master Plan. The challenge was to utilize the existing vast car parking area surrounding
the stadium to provide an additional mix of new uses and importantly connect people from the proposed transit stations to the
stadium

BEFORE

The existing situation means that people can not access the
stadium from the proposed metro station on Al Waab Street.
Their most direct route is hampered by a large car parking
area. Although the stadium is within sight it is likely the transit
user will be unclear how to reach the stadium when leaving
the station. . In summer temperatures can reach 50 degrees

AFTER

A new pedestrian only boulevard was proposed to create a
direct and active route to the stadium. These boulevards will
provide a mix of apartments/offices above shops & cafes that
create an active and memorable route for fans walking to the
stadium.

Provision of clear and direct pedestrian routes to and from the stadium was a
clear guiding principle when developing the master plan for Khalifa stadium. The
plan creates direct pedestrian routes connecting important uses such as transit
station and major land uses. These routes could be controlled and monitored to
control vehicular access to the stadium on match days to maintain security.

Above / movement strategy at Khalifa Stadium
Right / numerous direct pedestrian routes towards stadium
© Oriental Consultants & MMUP

6 / Connections between transit stations and stadium should be safe, active and enjoyable
There is little point in the provision of transit stations at stadiums if the there is no clear, safe and comfortable pedestrian route
to connect the two points. Entrance and egress points from stations should link to a direct path towards the stadium with an
attractive public realm, lined with active uses at ground floor to increase natural surveillance and utilise footfall to support other
businesses

Right / Working with a government client in Qatar to develop simple
legibility strategy for visitors attending games in World Cup 2022
© place dynamix

Above / place dynamix have been working with Qrail in Qatar to design direct and interesting connections between
stations and stadia. Here at Al Rayyan Stadium © place dynamix

Right / place dynamix are experienced in developing wayfinding
strategies to assist navigation such as here at
Khalifa Stadium in Qatar. © place dynamix
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Easy navigation may come in form of maps, signage and the
availability of information prior to events. However, the built
form should also assist in creating environments that are legible.
Stadia and other sports facilities tend to be landmarks due to
their scale, heritage and social importance. Thus navigation
should normally complement this architectural advantage with
townscape measures such as sight lines, vistas, channelled
views or glimpses toward the stadium. For instance a vista
towards a stadium when alighting from a station is normally all
that’s needed to show the pedestrian their most convenient and
direct route.

P

Aspire Park (south)

Easy navigation around and to stadia is a crucial element of
successful consumer experienceClear legibility and wayfinding
strategies are a common part of the travel experience at
airports or major rail stations. That consideration for how
people ‘read’ space should not end at the stadium station but
should ideally be fully integrated with the design of stadiums
and surrounds.

Training facilities

7 / Legibility and wayfinding should clearly aid navigation to and from stadiums
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PLACE / Principles
Sense of Place
1 / Stadiums should visually enhance their surrounding areas
2/ The public realm surrounding stadiums should be safe, attractive and memorable
3 / The stadium setting should positively enhance the spectator experience
Destinations
4 / Stadium surrounds should be destinations that attract people on non-event days
5/ The journey and arrival experience must be considered as part of consumer experience
Local Identity
6 / Stadium design and surrounds should enhance local place identity

1 / Stadiums should visually enhance their surrounding area
Due to their scale and role, stadia should be regarded as important civic buildings. Their architecture should reflect this
important status and consider important views to the stadium. In urban contexts stadiums should visually enhance their locale by
complimenting the local scale, form, texture and vernacular of surrounding area. Standalone structures (typically in park settings or
peri-urban locations) tend to be more adventurous with scale and design.

DRAMATIC SCALE

STAND-ALONE

VISUALLY INTEGRATED

SKYLINE

The Millennium Stadium in
Cardiff enchances its locality
with a bold striking design in
a very central location. The
juxtaposition of scale is very
dramatic in this low rise city
centre and emphasizes the
national importance of the
stadium.

The standalone structure does
not have a context to reference
and instead its drama comes
from iconic and innovative
architectural design and scale.
Here, Foster & Partners and
PD’s Lusail Stadium.

The visual delight of the Stade
Louis II in Monaco is its ability
to blend into the surrounding
context. Its complimentary
design aids the visual
appearance of the area.

The AAMI stadium in
Melbourne is situated in a park
setting and its unique design
enhances skyline views of the
city along the river from the
south.

2 / The public realm can add to the image and identity of stadium
The public realm around a stadium has a number of functions.
It provides circulation space for the spectators, can mitigate
microclimate problems of excessive heat or wind and it can
enable security by creating an outer security cordon. It can
accommodate concessions and other retail opportunities and
provide a meeting area for spectators to enjoy the event.
Additionally, the quality of the public realm can add to the
image and identity of the stadium. High quality materials,
furniture used in simplistic or imaginative way can leave a
lasting impression upon visitors who’s perception of quality
tends to be deemed from the view at ground level and below
their feet. As people congregate around stadiums its likely
they’ll spend more time immediately outside the arena than
inside so that active frontages and complimentary uses are vital
to the overall experience.
Innovative design can promote the city or country. The design of
the stadium can stretch out into public areas and street objects
can reference the design or continue a theme. Public art is also
increasingly being used to mark gateways and act as security
barriers. Often public art relates to the history of the sport or
club such as statues of famous players.
Right / locally inspired high quality public realm at Khalifa Stadium,
designed by Place dynamix’s Director of Design, Dan Bulmer
© Oriental consultants & MMUP

3 / The stadium setting should positively enhance the spectator experience
The location of stadiums to utilize an interesting built of natural setting is important to enhance the spectator experience and
the city’s image. Where a stadium is in such a setting with character, the design of the stadium should respond to this by offering
views of the key feature such as the city skyline or coast. This helps distinguishes one stadium from another and helps to avoid the
identikit approach to stadium design. It also enhances the bond between the stadium and its community and this visual integration
can enhance the event experience.

AT&T Park in San Francisco is built directly Petco Park’s downtown location in urban
upon the harbour and affords spectacular San Diego means the open end of the
views over the water
stadium frames the city skyline of high
rise towers. The open horseshoe also
has a public park which can be used as
overspill viewing area for big games

Hong Kong Stadium uses the impressive
city skyline as a backdrop to games and
sits in a natural valley formation that
compliments its structure and vice versa..

Different stadium settings can enhance the consumer experience

residential urban

education campus

residential suburban

multi - event

urban downtown

waterside

park setting

post industrial

stadium cluster

4 / Stadium surrounds should be destinations that attract people on non-event days
Successful stadium neighbourhoods are characterised by mix of permanent/temporary concessions and retail opportunities. Many
local businesses are boosted by an influx of trade on match days but continue to provide services to the rest of the community
throughout year. The objective is to embed the stadium in a wider mixed use destination. This makes transit more viable , increases
attendance and enables the capture of spectator spending in the vicinity of the stadium. As part of a mixed use destination a
stadium is more likely to attract complementary uses as well as greater utilisation of the stadium’s hospitality facilities.

Above/ place dynamix are specialists in creating destinations. Here, Director of Design, Dan Bulmer,
created a new destination at Khalifa Stadium in Qatar © place dynamix, Oriental consultants & MMUP

5 / The journey and arrival experience must be considered as part of consumer experience
The experience of people travelling to and from games should be priority when considering stadium location, site layout,
parking provision and so on. We see the journey as part of the stadium experience as families excitedly travel to the stadium
with anticipation of the event. The journey to stadiums, particularly in non urban locations will normally require a shift in modal
transportation, for example in that shown below. At each mode change there is opportunity to create places that are destinations
in their own right. Like the experience of travelling through London, for example the traveller can choose to stop at any destination
along their route to enjoy a coffee or run an errand. The experience of spectators at large sporting events as they travel across
cities is crucial to how they perceive a country/city and pass on word of mouth what an interesting place it is to visit.
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Above / place dynamix have been working with government agencies in Qatar to identify development opportunities
around transit stations © place dynamix

Case Study / Identifying opportunities to improve the consumer experience in Qatar
At place dynamix we see things from a consumer point of view
as opposed to the designer’s gratification We see every transit
station, every final destination and every change in travel mode
along peoples’ journeys as an opportunity for creating destinations.
Placed dynamix was involved in the Qatar National Development
Framework which directs growth towards transit based centres.
These places range from a small neighbourhood retail cluster to a
high density office, retail and apartment cluster in downtown. The
consumer experience of active, mixed use, attractive places around
stations will generate a far greater positive image of Qatar for
visitors during the World Cup and be enjoyed by future generations
of Qataris following the event.
Place dynamix are currently working with Qatar Rail who are
tasked with ensuring the World Cup 2022 stadiums are served
by an efficient rail network. We have been working with them to
identify the opportunities to enhance the consumer experience by
exploiting the place opportunities that arise as people travel across
Doha and Qatar. We continue to advise at strategic level to seek
opportunities as well as at detailed level to design station surrounds
at ground level.
Right / following assessment of the place opportunities provided by the new rail
network in Qatar, place dynamix have been working on designs to
maximise the benefit of transit © place dynamix

6 / Stadium design and surrounds should enhance local place identity
The stadium, surrounds and public realm should respect and enhance local identity. Taking reference from and interpreting for
a modern context is preferable over slavishly copying or using inappropriate building or borrowed architectural styles. Instead,
modern design should look to the local culture and vernacular for inspiration. Working extensively in the Middle East, the place
dynamix team often look to Islamic art for design clues or traditional architecture to see how previous generations have mitigated
against soaring summer temperatures in the desert.

Above / place dynamix director of design, Dan Bulmer was heavily influenced by historic Arabic geometry in the
public realm and master plan design at Khalifa Stadium © Oriental Consultants & MMUP

SECURITY

SECURITY / Principles
Crowd management
1 / The form of surrounding buildings should clearly define public and private space
2 / Building form and land uses around sports facilities can assist in safe crowd movement
3 / Pre-event preparation can ensure people movement is safe and efficient
Surveillance
4 / Surrounding buildings should provide surveillance to public spaces
5 / The built form and land uses should create spaces for fans to congregate and be controlled safely
Public Realm
6/ The design of the public realm should aid assist with crowd management objectives
7/ The design of public realm should aid counter terrorism methods at stadiums

1 / The form of surrounding buildings should clearly define public & private space
How people move around the stadium on event days is crucial
to the safety and ease with which they enter the stadium. The
efficient access of stadiums should not end at the perimeter
of the building. A comprehensive understanding of people
movement is needed across the wider catchment to avoid scenes
of panic, confusion and frustration. The built form surrounding
stadia can play a key part in directing people efficiently and
safely. The form, scale and orientation of buildings can dictate
a legible street network that guides people between key
destinations, notably transit stations and stadium entrance
points.
Strong definition of public and private space is important in the
control of public areas for crowd safety and counter terrorism.
Where ambiguity exists between public and private space the
definition of routes is reduced and confusion ensues particularly
in emergency situations. Surrounding stadia with active frontages
and mixed use buildings has many benefits. However, the
relationship between residential, office and sports facilities can
only happily exist if the building form creates natural protection
to private spaces. This is most commonly achieved through
the use of ‘perimeter blocks’ where a clear definition of public
frontages hides private rear inner courtyards.
Above / the ownership and access to public and private spaces around Khalifa Stadium is unclear
Right / part of the renewal concept developed by Dan Bulmer was to clearly define the public and private areas and
create active direct routes to the stadium © place dynamix, Oriental consultants & MMUP

2 / Building form and land uses around sports facilities can assist in safe crowd movement
The built form can clearly define the public and private realm but also naturally control crowd movement towards intended
destinations The considered use of buildings, their form and the activities they present at ground floor can be used to manage
the people movement in an informal manner. The need to control car access to stadiums for land efficiency and counter terrorism
reasons, means the immediate surroundings of stadiums will be predominantly people dominated spaces. How these people move
in between different elements (eg between stadium or transit station), congregate in spaces and ultimately access the stadium can
all be affected by the built form. A legible, direct and safe movement network is crucial in the stadium’s emergency strategy where
such streets form evacuation routes and meeting points in disaster situations. Larger spaces can also become problems in some
political situations.

Above / the built form of the master plan surrounding Khalifa Stadium was designed to control pedestrian and
vehicular access for events and other days © place dynamix, Oriental Consultants & MMUP

3 / Pre-event preparation can ensure people movement is safe and efficient
The movement of people in the short period leading up to
events is arguably the most important factor when considering
stadium design. However, the journey for all visitors begins
from their home or workplace and at major events via major
infrastructure such as airport.
The preparation of how people travel to events should be
carefully planned to ensure people arrive at stadiums on time,
happy and with a clear understanding of where they need
to alight, park, transfer and enter the stadium. Such forward
planning can avoid situations of confusion, panic and frustration
at stadiums. In some situations, confusion can escalate into
mass scenes of panic and distress amongst large crowds. From
the moment a ticket is issued, the travel and arrival experience
should be clearly explained through variety of media, such as
internet, leaflets, printed on tickets. Upon arrival signage a
wayfinding should be as legible as possible to guide the visitor
to and around the stadium in a safe and secure way..
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event travel strategy for visitors attending games in World Cup 2022
© place dynamix
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4 / Surrounding buildings should provide surveillance to public spaces
Tried and tested principles of urban design are also relevant in
considering stadium design. Central to urban design theory of
‘designing out crime’ is the concept of natural surveillance. This
involves the informal surveillance of public spaces by occupiers
of overlooking buildings which has been proven to reduce the
chances of informal robbery and unsociable behaviour which
may otherwise occur unseen. Additionally, the light emitted
from these buildings can assist in deterring crime which may go
undetected at nighttime. Natural surveillance is an added free
bonus of mixed use development
Buildings facing public space should ideally be mixed between
residential or office uses above active ground floor uses, such as
retail, to ensure there are ‘eyes on the street’ at all times of the
day. The so called ‘eyes on the street’ has benefits at stadiums
as a deterrent to acts of anti-social behaviour where the
potential perpetrator runs the risk of being seen and reported
to police or apprehended. The method acts as a more natural
and informal addition to CCTV which can be useful in recording
events and giving the authorities a better control of larger areas
and specific sensitive areas.
Right / the existing southern end of Aspire Park in Qatar is blank and uninviting for users of the park. Renewal
proposals by Dan Bulmer sought to activate the edge with new leisure and retail uses
© place dynamix, Oriental consultants & MMUP

BEFORE

AFTER

Integrating stadiums into communities can provide natural surveillance to public areas
The integration of stadiums into their surroundings is a critical part of natural surveillance. The move towards standalone stadiums
in peri-urban locations has removed the ability for natural surveillance and requires a more obvious and costly approach to
security. This has evolved as a two gate system where the initial check is carried out prior to entering the inner cordon and the
second security position at the threshold of the stadium. The move toward peri-urban and rural locations creates an artificial
security environment where the entire focus on is on visible often private security. In urban situations, security is an issue both
where numerous security points that need active policing. However, by integrating the stadium into the urban fabric a number of
advantages are created. Natural surveillance occurs, provided by local residents and business to areas surrounding stadium. The
use of the high density urban form can channel spectators to different routes. Additionally, community ownership of stadiums as
part of a neighbourhood gives people stewardship for maintenance, protection and belonging.

URBAN

URBAN

PERI-URBAN

Petco Park in San Diego integrates into its
downtown location and provide active urban
edge to surrounding streets

The Verizon Center in Washington DC hosts 220 events per year and has an active
ground floor edge to the public realm. This creates street activity and the economic
benefit is passed to surrounding businesses.

Despite being outside of the city, the Amsterdam Arena has been developed with a mix of uses
surrounding the stadium making the area a destination on non-event days

5 / The built form and land uses should create spaces for fans to congregate and be
controlled safely
The congregation of people into defined spaces can create enjoyable destinations where fans interact and enjoy the spectacle
of the event. They are also critical in the stadium’s overall emergency evacuation procedures. However, these spaces also
present challenges to crowd safety and counter terrorism priorities. The American football tradition of ‘tailgating’ creates a party
atmosphere where people drink and eat in the car park in the hours leading up to games. This presents challenges to security
authorities who must police very large areas with little natural surveillance. In contrast, traditional European stadia situated in
a tight urban grain in central areas present little opportunities for congregation of fans who are moved in and out of the locality
as quickly as possible. In each situation, the desire to move people into and out of stadium areas may be preferable to allowing
people to amass in a particular space, especially where mixing of rival fans is to be avoided. However, in some situations and at
tournaments, the concentration of people into spaces such as fan zones before and after games may create fun and enjoyment for
spectators. The space for circulation has to be large enough for emergency egress and the circulation of spectators. In practice this
doesn’t mean large expanses of paving but can exist as a series of (street based) rectangles that can be uncluttered on match day
and with frequent absorption space allow rapid dispersal and easier management of smaller groups.
The form and use of buildings plays an important role when planning for such spaces. For example, ground floor restaurant uses
in surrounding buildings may attract people to arrive at games earlier or stay late, reduce pressure on transit system and increase
the economic benefit of the events. The provision of food chains in buildings overlooking stadiums may attract people where
they can be monitored before entering the event. At major tournaments, the consumption of alcohol permitted by FIFA needs to
be carefully controlled and monitored to avoid conflict between rival fans. The areas allowable for alcohol consumption can be
delineated more easily in a mixed use and grid urban layout where the appropriate drinking establishments are provided. These
areas can be managed by informal security presence, CCTV and natural surveillance from buildings to quickly act upon any conflicts
that arise. Gridded streets and spaces mean that conflict areas should they arise can be cordoned off and contained.

6 / The design of the public realm should aid assist with crowd management objectives
As discussed, the safe and efficient movement of crowds
around stadiums and arenas requires a holistic approach
to planning and design. The built form, land uses and
management are all important in moving people safely and
efficiently. The detailed practice of public realm design is
crucial in holistic security strategies. The overall movement
strategy should direct pedestrian, car and transit movement.
A public realm strategy can assist such movement objectives
by design.
Pedestrian streets between transit and stadium can be
designed with the free flow of people in mind, appropriately
shaded or enclosed depending on microclimate. Spaces
for congregation may be designed with robust furniture
to encourage places for informal interaction. Public art
installations in the public realm may distinguish landmarks,
gateways or provide meeting points in emergency situations.
Consideration must be taken when designing the public realm
that the movement desire lines of people & cyclists are not
obstructed by inappropriate street furniture. Additionally,
areas that need additional monitoring in vulnerable locations
should be clearly viewed without obstruction.

Above / redevelopment proposals around Wembley Stadium in London aim to provide a active clutter free public realm
© RSH+P

Case Study / Changing perceptions to public realm in Qatar
Place dynamix are primarily concerned with creating places. In most urban situations
the majority of urban public space is not the plaza or park but instead the street. Streets
move people from A to B, provide access to buildings and when designed correctly are
attractive spaces for people to congregate. However, in auto-oriented cities, streets have
become dedicated solely to car movement with little regard for other uses and users. The
decline of public realm into unsafe, polluted, noisy and difficult to navigate space pushes
more people into using cars. A multi-faceted response that includes land use, density
and building design so that the design of streets as complete solutions is paramount to
‘reclaiming the streets’ and making a vibrant memorable city image.
Place dynamix is part of the selected team managing the design of all new minor roads
in Qatar over a five year period. PD’s directors were also involved in creating street
design regulations as part of the Qatar National Master Plan. The key challenge found
in reclaiming the street reaches beyond the common response of designing solutions to
symptoms as opposed to looking at the root cause of a problem. The challenge in Qatar
lies within changing mindsets to consider land within the right of way as a public domain
where cars are guests and their inclusion is a privilege not a right. When designers
think from the public realm point of view, the hierarchical order of pedestrian, cyclist,
public transit then private motor vehicle is considered. Designing streets surrounding
stadiums will need to account for the principles of movement, public realm and crowd
safety as discussed in this paper. Where vehicles will share space with stadium visitors,
especially large crowds, pedestrian safety will be of upmost importance. Importantly,
these principles should not hinder the enjoyment of these spaces by people or impede
movement on non event days.
Right / a street in downtown Doha © place dynamix

7 / The design of public realm should aid counter terrorism methods at stadiums
The strategy for safeguarding public areas and stadiums from terrorism will depend
on a number of factors and will vary in each urban situation. Restricting or controlling
vehicular access around and underneath stadiums may be appropriate in the
precaution against potential improvised explosive devices (IEDs) from vehicles. In such
circumstances a wider movement strategy of public transit, car park transfers or park
& ride will need to be implemented. Additionally the size and shape of spaces will be
dictated by blast standoff distances from assets needing protection. In all instances,
the design and maintenance of the public realm directly around the stadium plays an
important contributing role to counter terrorism methods.
Passive and active public realm solutions can control the access of unscreened
vehicles into vulnerable target areas around stadiums. Controlled access points and
physical barriers in the public realm at strategic placements will avoid placement of
IEDs either by forceful (ie suicide car bomb) or overt means (ie pedestrian suicide
bomb). Active barriers are either powered or manual such as hinged/sliding gates,
boom barriers or retractable bollards. These can be utilized only on event days
when security risk is high and also provide advantage of allowing emergency vehicle
access. Passive solutions are more permanent such as bollards and can include street
furniture such as benches, street lights, planters, cycle stands, trees, flagpoles, etc.
Innovative public art or wayfinding solutions may also be appropriate such as at
Emirates Stadium in picture to right. Consideration is needed for structural strength as
well as ensuring pedestrian permeability is not hindered. The clean and uncluttered
public realm is also important when mitigating against terrorism and other crime. The
uninterrupted view of important public areas by vulnerable assets is important for
security monitoring by human or CCTV means.

Above / Branded public art at Emirates Stadium in London also acts as a
barrier to vehicles reaching the stadium

Above / Different active and passive barriers in use in the security controlled
area of Central London

LEGACY

LEGACY / Principles
Regeneration
1 / Stadiums can be catalysts for urban regeneration in surrounding areas
2 / Intensification of land-use can bring financial return to both the club owner and developer
Diversification
3 / Diversifying land uses on stadium sites can enhance economic sustainability

1 / Stadiums can be catalysts for urban regeneration in surrounding areas
Stadiums attract large numbers of people to certain areas through sporting events and ancillary events such as music gigs or
conferences. When designed correctly, the fiscal opportunity of stadiums can benefit their surrounding area through direct or
indirect regeneration such as branding or changing perception of blighted areas.

2010
2002
1996
Petco Park Baseball Stadium in San Diego is a good example of downtown urban infill project that turned an area of urban decay
into a destination that benefitted its surrounding area

2010
2006
Petco Park Baseball Stadium in San Diego is a good example of downtown2003
urban infill project that turned an area of urban decay
2000

into a destination that benefitted its surrounding area

Case Study / Sports City and the regeneration of New East Manchester
Sports City is an exemplar sport led regeneration iniative in Europe. The area was developed to host the 2002 Commonwealth
Games and since has become a key strategy of Manchester City Council’s attempts to regenerate this socially and economically
deprived post industrial area. The congregation of sports facilities including Etihad Stadium and Veledrome are intended to act
as a catalysts for inward investment, attract new residents and generally change the visual image of this area as part of the wider
regeneration of East Manchester. It is part of a long term regeneration strategy that extends across housing, education, open
space, economic development to reinvent East Manchester as a viable and sustainable community. A number of projects have
been promoted in the immediate area such as Holt Town (below) and the proposed Etihad training campus of Manchester City FC
which will positively impact the lives of youngsters and people in the area.

Above / place dynamix directors have been heavily involved in regeneration projects in east Manchester, including
here at Holt Town beside Etihad Stadium © EDAW

2 / Intensification of land-use can bring financial return to both the club owner and
developer
Many of America’s stadium operators are seeing the potential
of land surrounding their stadiums for intensification to provide
alternative uses. There is an obvious financial benefit for
stadium landowners to redevelop large areas of under-utilized
surface car parking in prime residential areas. An initiative
often supported by planning authorities for the environmental
and social benefit it may bring. Other financial returns can
include increased FAR density allowance, reduced car parking
requirements and ability to provide enough patronage for
viability of public transport, allowing the area to become a
regional attraction.
Place dynamix specialise in master planning for mixed uses in
varying site conditions. We see the benefit of mixed use and
appropriate density around stadia. Their surrounds benefit
from the legibility and the iconic presence of a stadium. We
have worked with clients to develop simple strategies to unlock
land around stadiums by replacing surface car parking with
alternatives such as new travel methods or multi-storey car
parks.

Right / a number of stadiums are looking for new ways to reuse their land as means of
generating revenue and attracting activity to the site

Case Study / The economic impact of Cardiff Millennium Stadium
The Millennium Stadium in Cardiff was completed in time for
the 1999 Rugby World Cup. Since then the stadium has hosted
over 300 major events and is estimated to have contributed
over £1 billion to the local economy. It is estimated that the
stadium contributes to around 23% of tourism-dependent
employment in the City of Cardiff. Whilst these direct impacts
are impressive it is perhaps in terms of place making through
media coverage and visitation that has given increased
confidence to the City Centre. Since the stadium was completed
the City has seen major renovation of its historic arcades, major
extension to the retail footprint of the City including the largest
John Lewis store outside Oxford Street and a major upgrade of
the public realm throughout the city centre.
The stadium sits comfortably in the city centre with the
surrounding roads switching to event mode on match days
with adjacent streets closed to traffic creating an extended
pedestrianized area. The stadium is located within five minutes
walk of the City’s main railway station. On key match-days
additional spectators are drawn to the city centre to experience
the pre and post-game atmosphere with those without tickets
watching the games in nearby pubs or restaurants. The position
of the stadium within the city center is key to extending the
match-day experience of spectators, capturing more spend.

Above / place dynamix director Ashley Lynch was involved in a City Center vision that sought to leverage key assets
such the Millennium Stadium for wider economic benefits of the city.

3 / Diversifying land uses on stadium sites can enhance economic sustainability
Many of the consequences of bad stadium design as identified within this paper have come as a result of a singular land use
function. Under-utilized land, inactive spaces, large site areas and a lack of public transport all point to a root problem that the
site has just one function - to host sporting events. When these events stretch only to fortnightly games during a season, then
the ability to justify public transport is limited. Without any other function, people are not attracted to the area on non-event
days. Diversifying the function of a stadium to provide complimentary uses such as residential, office or retail can use land more
efficiently but also bring in commerce and people to activate the area, making public transport viable through increased patronage
during the week. .

Above / Khalifa Stadium and Aspire Zone in Qatar were chosen by the government as location for major new
metropolitan centre that would bring a variety of new land uses to the site to diversify its role beyond existing
mono-functional retail and sports role © place dynamix, Oriental Consultants & MMUP

Case Study / Diversifying land uses at Sunderland Stadium Village
Place dynamix Director of Planning Ashley Lynch led the
production of Development Framework for one of Sunderland’s
priority sites. The Development Framework used sport as
a focus for a mixed use neighbourhood around Sunderland
AFC’s Stadium of Light. A vibrant mixed-use neighbourhood
is proposed as an extension to the city centre promoting
the site as the primary site in Sunderland for indoor sports
facilities, hotels and new office development. A medium density
residential community also forms part of the plan with active
frontage along key routes from the city centre and transit stops
to the stadium.

A

B

The public realm around the stadium is to be improved, meeting
the requirements of the Stadium Manager who is responsible
for stadium security and police liaison. A key part of the project
was meeting with the Chairman and Chief Executive of the
football club to understand their aspirations for the club as part
of the City’s identity and image. Since the report’s publication
the Sunderland Aquatic Center has been completed and
developers sought to build the first real snow ski dome in the
North East of England.

C

a / Sunderland Aquatic Centre (complete)
b / Sunderland Stadium of Light (complete)
c / Sunderland ski dome (proposed)
above / Proposed Sunderland Stadium Village © EDAW
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